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AGM Minutes 

27 July 2017 

 

MINUTES OF THE 2017 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

Status:  To be ratified 

Date:   Thursday 27 July 2017  

Venue:  Cliftons Wellington, Level 28, 100 Willis Street  

 
Jamie Baddeley (President) invited Councillor Sarah Lee to open the meeting with 
a Karakia and then welcomed Members and other guests, and officially opened 
the AGM at 6:05pm. More than 20 financial members were present at the meeting 
and therefore quorum was met.  
 
It was announced that voting would close at approximately 6.40pm. Only 
members who have been financial members for at least three months prior to the 
AGM were eligible to vote.  
 

1. Apologies  
 
Apologies were received from  Colin Jackson, Don Hollander, Frank March, 
Jonathan Brewer, Keith Davidson, Mark Foster, Matthew Jackson, Peter Macaulay, 
and Rick Shera. 
 
AGM 01/17: That the apologies be accepted.  
 

(Cr Sarah Lee / Joel -Pauling) 
CARRIED U  

 
2. Minutes of the 2016 AGM and Matters Arising 
 
The minutes of the 2016 AGM were taken as read.  
 
AGM 02/17: That the minutes of the 2016 AGM be received and adopted as a true 

and accurate record of the meeting.  
 

(Vice President / Rochelle Furneaux) 
 CARRIED U  

 
 

 
The President opened his report by thanking the members, Council, Committees 
of Council and the staff for all the work they do at InternetNZ. Additional thanks 
were also expressed to Rochelle Furneaux for all her work while she served on the 
InternetNZ Council.  Joy Liddicoat, David Farrar and Richard Currey were also 
acknowledged and thanked by the president for their ongoing support and long-
term commitment and service to the InternetNZ group.  
 

 



The President briefly spoke to the AGM about the current organisational review 
that has been taking place and noted he would provide more insight and 
background on this after he has presented his report.  
 
The President spoke to the meeting about his vision for InternetNZ and where he 
hopes to see InternetNZ going in the future, and noted that he is currently deeply 
concerned with the recent trends where new ideas or solutions are brought up 
and are often not brought to fruition.  
 
It was recognised that the InternetNZ office and Council has done an excellent job 
at 
should be a (competitive action of service and facilities for Internet.)  He noted 
how far the Internet has come since the establishment of InternetNZ and that the 
evolution has highlighted the concerns that many users have regarding security 
online. It was expressed that the President believes that InternetNZ has a more 
important role than ever to continue to rally to protect the ideals of the society 
and to continue to renew our focus on education, training and collaboration.  
 
InternetNZ needs to continue to ensure that access is not a barrier for users; for 
this to be achieved we must continue to work with our strategic partners and 
ensure that everyone from all socio economic brackets have access to the 
Internet and the opportunities that comes with it. 
 
Over the past twenty years we have developed policies that we have been able to 
use well to help mitigate problems. However the President would like for us to do 
more good and give more back to the community. 
 
InternetNZ is privileged to be the steward it is. We need to start thinking about 
how we are organised to ensure that we can deliver on this in the future.   We 
need to make the world a better place by caring for and creating a better internet.  
 
AGM 03/17: That the President's report be accepted. 
  

(Daniel Spector/Jan Bieringa)  
CARRIED U  

 
AGM 04/17: That the annual report be received. 
  

(Vice President/Kelly Beuhler)  
CARRIED U  

 
AGM 05/17: THAT Crowe Horwath Wellington to be appointed auditor for the 

2017/18 audit, and retrospectively appointed auditor for the 2016/17 
audit. 

 
(Kelly Buehler/Rochelle Furneaux)  

CARRIED U  
 
AGM 06/17: THAT the Audited Annual Accounts for 2016/17 be accepted. 

 
(Kelly Buehler/Rochelle Furneaux)  

CARRIED U  
 
 

https://internetnz.nz/sites/default/files/2016-17_Annual_Report_0.pdf#page=3


4. Update on the Organisational Review Process 
 
The President provided the AGM with an update on the Organisational Review 
process and noted that the initial stages of this process started at the end of 
2016.  The President noted that some of the key reasons that Council undertook 
this review was to open the dialogue between staff and stakeholders and 
determine whether the InternetNZ group is structured in the right way to ensure 
ongoing future success.  
 
 
Summary of the Consultation  
 
The consultation process returned a message that some form of change was 
necessary; however there was no consensus on how to achieve that.  There was 
also generally agreement that the Domain Name Commission needed to remain 
independent in some way to be able to effectively manage the regulatory 
function.  It was noted that the current structure is top heavy at both the 
Governance and Management levels, that it is more difficult to get work done than 
it needs to be and that there are areas within the organisation with duplication 
and inefficiency which could be mitigated by having a shared strategy or common 
goal.  
 
Many saw the benefits of merging the organisations as it would provide the 
opportunity to leverage the diverse skills within the organisation. The ability to 
bring these skills together would help us to be able to create a better 
multistakeholder approach to governing the internet.  
 
It was noted by the President and Council that a very strong benefit of the 
consultation process so far was that we did get some excellent feedback from 
stakeholders and staff which included the risks that the organisation would face if 
we merged the three organisations into one.  
 
The President briefly touched on the Hine Report, which was a review which took 
place in 2000 and led to the current structure, and noted that while it is an 
important piece of work to take into consideration a lot has changed since that 
time. He argued tions to ensure that 
InternetNZ is setup to suit the current environment and navigate the future 
environment as it changes.  
 
Jamie noted in the submissions received that some thought there was a lack of 
analysis within the options paper which would prevent Council and Members from 
making an informed decision. The President explained that the reason for doing 
this consultation was to open conversations with staff, members and stakeholders 
and create a true and proper consultation where genuine feedback was received 
for Council to be able to consider.  One of the key purposes of the consultation 
was to get the conversation started to get the views and thoughts of those who 
know the organisation well and determine how we can take InternetNZ forward 
and into the future.  
 
Council size was a key theme that came through within the submissions and we 
are going to take that feedback into account and look at the Council size and 
ensure that we have the right skill sets on Council to ensure we can govern 
effectively.  
 

https://internetnz.nz/sites/default/files/Summary_of_consultation_submissions_July_2017_0.pdf


It was also heard in the feedback that the Chief Executive search should include 
external candidates. 
 
The President thanked Kelly Buehler the Chair of the Organisational Review 
Working Group for hers and the working groups work.  
 

 
 
A paper is being developed for Council, considering the feedback and discussions 
for decisions at the August meeting.   
 
Council remains mindful that the impact of a process that drags on, but are 
determined to ensure that the right decision for InternetNZ is made.  If any 
decisions are made that result in change a Special General Meeting will be held.  
 
 
5. Chief Executive's report   
 
The CE spoke to his report and noted that it was a pleasure to be presenting this 
report to the AGM, his fifth in the role.  
 
W  
 
InternetNZ was recently honoured when we were recently gifted a 

Takawai Murphy.  

 

 

 

Which translates to Together we weave the mat, in terms of the Internet, for 

future generations.  

InternetNZ will treasure this  

The Chief Executive then continued to speak about the key achievements for 
2016/17, budget summary, plans for the current year, and focus for the future. 
 
The InternetNZ team will also continue to improve and expand on community 
funding, delivering the national NetHui and continuing our annual research and 
policy work.  
 
The President thanked the Chief Executive for his report. 
 
AGM 07/17: . 

  
(President/Jan Bieringa)  

CARRIED U   
 
5. Membership Survey Results  
 
Ellen Strickland, Community Programme Director provided the AGM with an 
update on the 2017 membership survey results.  
 
The key trends that were within the survey results were as follows:  

 Survey ran in July 2017 and was anonymous 

https://internetnz.nz/sites/default/files/06%202017-07-27_JTC_Presentation_AGM.pdf
https://internetnz.nz/sites/default/files/06%202017-07-27_JTC_Presentation_AGM.pdf


 Received 64 individual responses (none of the questions were mandatory) 
 Where possible, data has been compared with previous years 
  87% 
 More civil society and government members this year  and less technical 

members 
 More members that have been with us over 10 years  
 Popular policy topics members think we should focus on: access, privacy, 

security and net neutrality  
 Where members want to see our grants going: young people, older people, 

 
 What you think we are doing well: NetHui, policy and issues work, good 

communication to members, advocating to government  
 Members want to see us being more visible in the media and in the public 

 
AGM 08/17: THAT the 2017/18 Activity Plan and Budget be adopted. 
  

(Richard Hulse/ Kelly Buehler)  
CARRIED U  

 
 
6. DNCL Report  
 
David Farrar, Chair of DNCL presented the Annual DNCL report to the AGM.   
 
An update was provided on the policy reviews which have taken place in the last 
year and a brief update on the Dispute Resolution Service and its successes over 
the last year. It was noted that the Registrar Market Share continues to be very 
healthy with a good market share spread and split across the 92 authorised 
registrars with no dominant players.  
 
The DNCL Chair thanked the DNCL team, DNC, DNCL Directors and wider 
InternetNZ group staff members for all their hard work over the last year.  
 
AGM 09/17: That the DNCL 2016/17 annual report be received.  

 
(Daniel Spector/Don Stokes) 

CARRIED U  
 

7. NZRS report  
 
Richard Currey provided a precis of NZRS activities and thanked the members of 
the wider group.  
 
Jay Daley, Chief Executive of NZRS spoke to his report and started by thanking 
the NZRS staff, Board and wider InternetNZ group. An update on the performance 
of NZRS was presented. Noting the excellent financial outcomes that were 
reached throughout the year and a new product launched called Peak Domain 
Analytics. NZRS also achieved 100% SLA compliance throughout the last year. An 
update was provided on NZRS staff diversity.  
 
AGM 10/17: That the NZRS 2016/17 Annual report be received. 
  

(Dave Moskovitz/ Ben Creet) 
CARRIED U  



 
8.  General Business  
 
Rick Shera was appointed as a fellow of InternetNZ. Unfortunately, he was unable 
to attend the AGM but was honoured to have been recognised by InternetNZ and 
the fellows of InternetNZ.  
 
 
9. Election Results  
 
Deputy Chief Executive, Andrew Cushen presented the election results to the 
AGM as the acting Returning Officer.  It was stated that the results provided at 
the meeting were interim results and will be checked on Friday morning by an 
independent scrutineer.  
 
There were four vacancies available this election and the successful candidates 
were:  
 

 Sarah Lee  
 Dave Moskovitz  
 Don Stokes 
 Kate Pearce  

 
In addition to the election results, a constitutional change was put forward to the 
membership.  
 
That the Constitution of InternetNZ be amended by adding a section after 12.3 as follows: 
 
12.4 Funding 
The Society shall not enter into a new line of revenue generation without the explicit support 
of a majority of all current members.” 
 
In total there were 133 votes on this resolution; 29.8% voted yes, 70.2% voted no. 
Due to the number of votes against, this change will not go ahead.  
 
The President congratulated those who were returning to Council and welcomed 
new Councillors Don Stokes and Kate Pearce to Council and passed on his 
commiserations to those who were unsuccessful, including Rochelle Furneaux 
who did not seek re-election and Hayden Glass, who did but was not re-elected.   
 
The Chief Executive of InternetNZ thanked the staff for all their support setting up 
the AGM and their work throughout the year.  
 
Meeting closed: There being no further business, the 2017 Annual General 
Meeting closed at 7.17pm  
 
 
Signed as a true and correct record: 

 

 

Jamie Baddeley, President, Chair  
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At InternetNZ, we believe the Internet can help create a better New Zealand and a better world. 
We work hard to promote the benefits and uses of the Internet and protect its potential and we 
provide critical Internet infrastructure as the home of .nz.

This has been an important and challenging year for our organisation. We have continued to 
deliver a range of projects that seek to enable better use of the Internet, and to protect its 
potential. We have continued to make available funding to help community ambitions online. 
We have continued to host unique events, and produce unique insights into what the Internet 
means in New Zealand. On top of that, we have reviewed how InternetNZ is structured and 
undertaken fundamental changes to our structure to unlock more of our potential as an 
organisation. 

This Annual Report serves as our summary of the year that has been, and includes full detail of 
our annual financials. 

As always, we welcome your thoughts and feedback on what we have done, and what we could 
do next together for the benefit of the Internet in New Zealand.

Highlights
NetHui
We hosted a national NetHui in Auckland, facilitating conversations about New Zealand’s Internet.

Internet research
We undertook a nationwide survey to find out what New Zealanders think about the Internet.

Community grants
We awarded $700,000 through partnerships and grants to deliver better use of the Internet.

Internet policy
We wrote a position paper on copyright in New Zealand and held NetHui 2018 to explore copyright 
policy in New Zealand.

Internet access
We created an interactive online map that shows the digital divide in New Zealand.

Speaker series 
We hosted more of our popular Speaker Series events on democracy, food and privacy. 
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President’s report 
Change. Adapt. Evolve. Respond.

These words are characteristic of the Internet and the impact it has on us every day. It continues to 
change our lives. All the time we have to process new information and knowledge. Based on how we 
adapt to the rapidly changing environment, we are compelled to evolve because if we don’t, we will 
simply be left behind. We are responding to events as they happen, or we are changing behaviours 
because of activities we expect to happen. Nothing stays still.

This year has been significant for InternetNZ. It has been a year that could not have happened without 
the thoughts and perspectives of both members and staff. After many years council decided it was time 
to take a hard look at the way the organisation was structured and ask if we were best positioned to 
make the most of the great people we have in the organisation and to ensure we’re doing the best job we 
can, as effectively as we can.

Ultimately, after a good quality conversation with people who care deeply about the open and 
uncapturable Internet for New Zealand, council adopted its plan to evolve the organisation – an 
arrangement we expect will allow us to make the next 20 years as good as the last 20 years.

I want to thank our staff, in particular, this year. You have done an admirable job despite the strains 
and stress a reorganisation inevitably produces. It is you that makes the difference every day. It is you 
that ensures .nz continues to run smoothly, and you are the ones who are helping create a better world 
through striving to make being globally connected a positive thing. Our community engagement has 
remained strong, and our policy work was of very high quality. Your high standards of work have all been 
managed while delivering a sound financial result.

I would also like to acknowledge the work of Richard Currey and David Farrar, who departed as Chairs of 
NZRS and DNCL respectively. Both have invested years of their time in to shaping the organisation and 
helping get it where it is today. It is with the support and work and perspectives of these two that we are 
now placed to evolve into the next phase of InternetNZ. I would also like to thank the former directors of 
these organisations – not only Adam, Lucy, Linda, David, Mark and Keith, but also all those who’ve put in 
time before them. We wouldn’t be here without you.

On that note, there are two people that council would especially like to acknowledge – Debbie Monahan 
and Jay Daley. Debbie has been our fearless navigator as the Domain Name Commissioner for many 
years. This, combined with Jay’s clear vision on what was needed to build a world-class registry service 
meant together the organisation now has rock solid foundations and core capability to build on. We 
definitely would not be here without your contribution. Thank you.

The organisation itself is now moving forward under the leadership of our Group Chief Executive, Jordan 
Carter. There is still work to do, and there always will be, but the council is confident that Jordan can 
drive the organisation ahead and I believe we are now better positioned to be able to respond, change 
and adapt to the increasing set of challenges that being globally connected presents.

Finally, my thanks to the council and in particular to Joy Liddicoat. I think it is the mix of councillors 
that we have which allows us to have robust and respectful conversations about the direction of the 
organisation as a whole. We have the members to thank for that mix. Long may that continue.

Jamie Baddeley 
President
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Chief Executive report
I am excited to be bringing this Annual Report to you in a period of change for the organisation. We have 
spent a large part of the last year preparing for and then implementing the organisational review, and 
from 15 January we got underway with the changes when I started in the Group Chief Executive role. It 
was very much a year of two halves. 

Looking forward: we are building this new organisation from the firm foundations of InternetNZ and 
NZRS. We are looking to use our internal expertise and that of the local Internet community to be able 
to continue to deliver world-leading Internet infrastructure and services, and investing the profits from 
that work into our social good programmes be these policy, grants, partnerships or events. We aren’t an 
NGO or a business: we are building a new social enterprise that is all about developing New Zealand’s 
prospects in the Internet era.

The benefit that we get from these activities is a better world through a better Internet. How will we 
achieve this and what do we need to do differently this year? 

First, we have to take stock and look at our strategy. We need to ask the question, how can we help the 
Internet create a better New Zealand, and tackle our most significant challenges? My instincts of two 
significant challenges are our future economic sustainability and dealing with the impact of climate 
change. The Internet can make a difference with both. To make sure everyone in New Zealand has the 
tools to tackle those issues, among so many others, closing the digital divide is a third obvious priority. 

As an organisation, we can make a difference in all three areas, and we will. We also have some fantastic 
talent in our technology team that will allow us to be able to develop further products that harness the 
.nz registry. We can build on the products already there and the reputation of the team as world class, 
do new things and deliver more value. We are also lucky to be able to have a technical research team in 
house that can push the boundaries and assist us in making both our commercial products and our social 
projects as strong as possible through research-based decision making. 

Looking back through the year I think the team can be incredibly proud of what they have achieved 
through what has been a tough time. 

When you are facing a reorganisation, staff and team changes and your CEO is facing potential 
unemployment, it is hard to remain positive, professional and productive. I am incredibly humbled to have 
worked with a team that was all of those things and more. I thank them all. 

Our community team funded $700,000 worth of grant applications through our programme of 
supporting both Internet research and projects, partnerships and learning through conference 
attendance. 

Our policy team did some great work engaging the sector on copyright, through our position paper and 
the one day NetHui Copyright which is informing the copyright legislation review later in 2018.

NetHui and our Speaker Series are a testament to our events capability and in fact, to our whole team 
who rally together to make sure the hard conversations happen, the community is looking to the future 
of the Internet in New Zealand, and we are supporting those who what to tackle those problems. 

Our technology team have continued to both run the critical services associated with .nz, keep 
developing them, and put hard work into new products during the course of a complicated year.
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I am deeply grateful to everyone who has stood by the organisation through the year, and know that 
together we will all continue to take the new InternetNZ towards future success.

 Finally, I would like to thank Debbie Monahan and Jay Daley for their support and hard work over the 
years and for sticking by us. Their contribution and impact has been huge, and we are grateful for this.

Let me close with thanks to our Council, and particularly Jamie Baddeley and Joy Liddicoat, for their 
support and guidance throughout the last year. It was a challenging year with a big workload for our 
governors, and their commitment to taking considered, careful decisions and responding to feedback 
from staff across the group has been instrumental in keeping things moving, through this year and 
beyond.

Jordan Carter  
Chief Executive 
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About Us

Our role
InternetNZ is a non-profit, charitable open membership organisation with a vision of a better world 
through a better Internet.

Our mission is to promote the Internet’s benefits and uses, and protect its potential. We do that work in a 
number of ways: we work on Internet policy and technology issues to help protect the open Internet; we 
support the development of the Internet community, through funding and events and forums for people 
to debate Internet issues. 

Our members help shape our stance on Internet issues in line with our principles. They also help hold 
InternetNZ true to its values and keep the operation accountable (including electing the governing 
Council).

In a key role, InternetNZ serves the New Zealand community as the designated manager for the .nz 
country code top-level domain. This means we are the steward of .nz, responsible for its operation in the 
public interest and the interest of the local Internet community.

Councillors
InternetNZ is governed by a council of twelve who is elected by members. Currently the president is 
Jamie Baddeley. Councillors are required to register any interests, commercial, political or organisational, 
which they believe may be relevant to the perception of their conduct. You can read this in the register of 
interests1.

Our councillors are listed here2.

Staff
InternetNZ has 29 permanent staff3 across six team units that deliver both the social good and 
commercial activities. These teams are:

• Commercial

• Technical Research

• Technical Services

• Organisational Services

• Policy

• Outreach and Engagement

 1. https://internetnz.nz/council-register-interests

 2. https://internetnz.nz/council

 3. https://internetnz.nz/staff
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Restructure of the InternetNZ group
In 2016 the Council initiated an organisational review of the InternetNZ group (InternetNZ, the Domain 
Name Commission and NZRS). Our current structure was designed in 2002 and then reexamined in 
2008. The scale and impact of the Internet on society over the past decade has been enormous and is 
evolving rapidly – making our role as a voice for the local Internet community even more important. We 
have also matured significantly as a group during that time.

The review sought to understand whether we are still best setup to deliver on our vision in this changing 
environment.

The Council consulted on a proposed change to our organisational design in June 2017 which, if 
accepted, would have seen our three organisations merge to become one, governed by one Council. 
Employees, members and stakeholders were all welcome to provide feedback on these proposals. Input 
was received from a wide range of stakeholders and is available below, along with a summary of the 
feedback supplied.

In August 2017, the Council agreed to a revised proposal for a final round of consultation. This revised 
proposal took into account the well-considered feedback from staff and stakeholders during the first 
round. The changes between the revised and the original proposals reflected Council’s assessment of 
that feedback. Council would like to thank those who provided feedback – it has helped them adapt and 
improve the overall plan.

The revised proposal was developed by a subgroup of Council (Jamie Baddeley, Joy Liddicoat, Keith 
Davidson and Dave Moskovitz) alongside Martin Jenkins, the management consultancy company that has 
been advising the Council throughout this process. The revised proposal has also had input from Richard 
Currey (Chair NZRS) and David Farrar (Chair DNCL).

The outcome of the proposal was that from 1 April 2018 all the work of InternetNZ and NZRS became 
streamlined under one banner; InternetNZ.

NZRS ceased to exist, and its people and services have merged with InternetNZ. The Domain Name 
Commission (DNCL) has focused in on its independent role overseeing the .nz domain name space and 
administering the .nz dispute resolution service. In the new structure, .nz policy development is now 
the responsibility of InternetNZ. DNCL now has a smaller Board consistent with its more focused role. 
InternetNZ will set up a new .nz policy committee to deal with .nz matters including policy, fees and 
commercial terms.

The rationale for all these changes is to simplify how Internet users work with us and to improve the 
effectiveness of our part in the governance and management of the Internet. You can read more here4  
on the background of this change. 

We’re all still acting for a better world through a better, open and uncapturable Internet.

 4. https://internetnz.nz/organisational-review-consultation-2017
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Submissions and publications
Here’s some of our work from the last year that we are particularly proud of: 

• Getting copyright right in the information age5 

• State of the Internet Report 20176 

• Encryption: what it is and why it’s important7 

• Telecommunications (New Regulatory Framework) Amendment Bill A submission from InternetNZ8 

Our year

Community
Our community programme works to further our mission of promoting the Internet’s benefits and uses 
and protecting its potential. We do this by providing funding and community engagement opportunities.

We support New Zealanders who can shape the Internet’s growth, development and use – including 
people from business, government, academia, technical and community-based organisations and the 
general public.

Our community programme includes funding of $700,000 in the past year going to community 
organisations and individuals through grants and strategic partnership funding. The programme also 
includes a range of community engagement work including events like NetHui, speaker series and the 
NZ Internet Research Forum. We also sponsor events and awards and provide other in-kind support to 
community organisations.

We plan to help New Zealanders be well developed, connected, collaborating and contributing as much 
as they can to the development of the Internet for our country. 

Funding
Annually we have approximately $500,000 available for community grants. See what work our grants 
have funded at the link below.

InternetNZ judges funding applications based on the information provided and a standard due diligence 
process. We do not exercise any editorial or other after-the-fact judgment over the outcome of any 
research, project or conference presentation. Information provided is the responsibility of the author or 
project owner.

You can see what InternetNZ has funded on our website9.

5. https://internetnz.nz/node/2175

6. https://internetnz.nz/state-internet-report-2017

7. https://internetnz.nz/publications/encryption-discussion-starter-and-position-paper

8. https://internetnz.nz/content/submission-telecommunications-new-regulatory-framework-amendment-bill

9. https://internetnz.nz/funding
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Partnerships
We continued with our slate of excellent Strategic Partners. Our Strategic Partnerships are how we 
enshrine long lasting relationships with organisations that we share values, goals and objectives with. In 
the last financial year, these partners have been:

• NZ Work Research Institute

• Figure.NZ

• Creative Commons

• Centre for ICT Law

• 20/20 Trust

• Netsafe

We also provide in-kind support to a number of organisations that work in areas that are related to what 
we do, including:

• TUANZ

• NZITF

• NZNOG

• Ipv6 taskforce

Events
We host many Internet-related events throughout the year:

• NetHui brings the community together to discuss all things Internet-related.

• Speaker Series discusses important issues for Internet users in New Zealand.

• New Zealand Internet Research Forum (NZIRF) brings together people from a range of sectors   
 involved with or interested in Internet research.

Below is a list of upcoming Internet-related events in New Zealand.

We have a code of conduct that we ask all attendees to adhere to at InternetNZ events. You can view this 
here10.

NetHui
InternetNZ has helped bring the NetHui experience to New Zealanders interested in the future of the 
Internet since 2011 – they have been held in cities, towns and at your house via live streaming. 

A NetHui is about discussions, not presentations – participants set topics and lead conversations 
amongst all of the attendees. While there are plenary sessions with keynote speakers to bring 
participants together at the beginning and end of each day, most of a NetHui is given over to breakout 
sessions, often with multiple sessions running concurrently. This format deliberately creates smaller 
groups, so more voices have the opportunity to be heard and participate.

 10. https://internetnz.nz/guidelines-and-norms-code-conduct
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A NetHui feels very different from most events. The collaborative conversations between participants 
draw often overlooked views and expertise. People share their own experiences as well as their 
knowledge, so it is rare for a NetHui session to end without everyone feeling like there was the 
opportunity to learn something new – even if they were experts in the topic when the session started.

NetHui 2017 

NetHui 2017 took place on 9-10 November at the Aotea Centre in Auckland.450 people gathered in 
Auckland to explore the theme of ‘Trust and Freedom on the Internet’ at the 2017 NetHui event. You can 
view the content from this event on the NetHui website here11.

NetHui in 2018

We also held a special NetHui in 2018. NetHui Copyright which took place on 12 March 2018 at Te Papa 
in Wellington and focused solely on copyright issues. Videos from the keynote, discussion sessions, and 
closing panel are available on website here12. 

There will be more NetHui events in 2018 however these will happen later in the year. 

Speaker Series
InternetNZ Speaker Series events are about exploring topical issues for the Internet community in New 
Zealand. For each of the events below, click on the links to see the recording of the live streaming of the 
event. The Speaker Series events we held this year were:

• Democracy and the Internet13 

• Food and the Internet14 

• Privacy and the Internet15

New Zealand Internet Research Forum (NZIRF)
The NZIRF is organised by InternetNZ in collaboration with the research community. The forum brings 
together people from a range of sectors involved with or interested in Internet research. Attendees 
share perspectives, discuss potential collaborations and most importantly help build a research network 
community that benefits New Zealanders.

The 2017 NZIRF was held the day before NetHui on 8 November in the same location in Auckland. 102 
people registered for the event. 

11. https://2017.nethui.nz/

12. https://2018.nethui.nz/copyright/programme 

13. https://internetnz.nz/event/democracy-and-internet

14. https://internetnz.nz/event/food-and-internet 

15. https://internetnz.nz/event/privacy-and-internet
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Issues
The issues team gained a new member as we welcomed Nicola Brown to InternetNZ. Nicola works on 
projects that support a better Internet across our focus areas of access, trust and creative potential.

The issues team worked on a number of projects across our three focus areas. They also responded to 
policy decisions coming from the Government and wider international tech issues with opinions and 
advice to better the Internet for New Zealanders. 

Access
Digital divides map

We teamed up with our strategic partner 20/20 Trust to build an interactive map of New Zealand that 
shows the divides across the country for Internet access, use, skill and social deprivation.

This is the first tool that shines light on the digital divides in New Zealand, allows you to see the different 
types of digital divides that affect our communities and enables you to find information about what 
support is out there in communities to address digital divides.

The map was launched in September 2017 and can be found at digitaldivide.nz16. 

Telecommunications Act Review

InternetNZ supports better Internet access for all New Zealanders, meaning further coverage and faster 
services at fair prices. Through the Telecommunications Act Review, the Government is designing the 
future framework for regulating telecommunications services in New Zealand. We keep a close eye on 
this process to support our vision for better Internet and to represent the interests and concerns of the 
New Zealand Internet users.

Our latest submission went to the Government in February 2018. Overall, we strongly support the 
Government’s framework and want it to become law. We do however see some opportunities to define 
some elements of the Bill and these recommendations are stated in our submission. More information 
about this submission, and past submissions regarding the Act here17. 

Trust
Two factor authentication 

In February 2018 we released a series of resources to help New Zealanders understand why using two 
factor authentication is so important – and step by step instructions on how to set it up. Our message – 
turning on 2-factor protects your accounts by adding a second step to log in. It’s easy for you to use, but 
makes it hard for anyone else to use your identity or get your data.

We wanted to produce material that made a real difference to Kiwis – by helping them be secure online. 
We produced a video and infographics and spread the word via social media. 

You can check out the resources here18.

16. http://digitaldivide.nz/ 

17. https://internetnz.nz/telecommunications-act-review 

18. https://internetnz.nz/2factor
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Use
Copyright

As the key law saying how New Zealanders can use, access, and share information, copyright has big 
effects on the ways we use and benefit from the Internet. That’s why we wrote a position paper titled 
‘Getting copyright right in the information age,’ which we released in February 2018.

It highlights key issues where our current copyright law may not fully enable the benefits of the Internet 
like cloud computing, text-and-data-mining, and online platforms where New Zealanders express 
themselves. 

You can read more about our copyright – including this paper – here19.

Analog regulation, digital world

Launched during Nethui 2017, James Ting-Edwards from the Issues team co-authored a report with Eric 
Crampton from the New Zealand Initiative titled ‘Analog Regulation, Digital World.’ The report looks at 
the ongoing regulatory challenge of keeping up with the pace of technological change, and examines 
areas where New Zealand is doing well, and those where we can do better. You can view the report 
here20. 

Optimistic futures 

In February 2018, InternetNZ partnered with Victoria University of Wellington’s School of Government 
and the Department of Internal Affairs’ Service Innovation Lab. We jointly hosted a free half day event 
between the Digital Nations conference and the government-only Digital Five Ministerial Summit in 
Wellington. 

For more information visit optimisticfutures.nz21.

International
ICANN and the Domain Name System
The Domain Name System (DNS) is coordinated at the global level by an organisation called ICANN - the 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers. ICANN brings together people and organisations 
interested in the DNS to make global policies that have an impact on the generic Top Level Domains 
(think names ending in .com). These policies might have a future impact on how we operate .nz for New 
Zealand.

Registries that run domains, registrars that sell them to the public, businesses that use the Internet, civil 
society activists and government officials all get together at ICANN’s meetings, which move around the 
world three times a year. Besides shaping policy, it’s the best chance to meet with other organisations, 
that like us, run ccTLDs (country code top level domains). We find out how they are developing and we 
share best practice with each other. 

19.https://internetnz.nz/issue/creative-copyright 

20. https://nzinitiative.org.nz/reports-and-media/reports/analog-regulation-digital-world/

21. https://www.optimisticfutures.nz/ 
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22. https://meetings.icann.org/en/sanjuan61 

23. https://meetings.icann.org/en/abudhabi60 

24. https://meetings.icann.org/en/johannesburg59 

In the past year, we have continued to ensure that the New Zealand perspective is included in these 
debates, and made our contribution to running the global Internet, through our attendance at:

• ICANN6122 in San Juan (10-15 March 2018)

• ICANN6023 in Abu Dhabi (28 October - 3 November 2017)

• ICANN5924 in Johannesburg (26-29 June 2017)

In addition to this, our staff and appointees sit on many committees and reference groups that work with 
the international Internet community to support the work of these organisations. 

Internet governance
As well as the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), there are a few other 
processes we keep an eye on:

• The Internet Governance Forum is a United Nations sponsored event that has happened every   
year since 2005. We send staff to this to experience the world-wide debates about all things Internet 
related (almost every topic under the sun is there), and to share what we learn at NetHui with a 
broader audience. There are spin off regional and national Internet Governance Forums which we try 
to get along to as well - the Australia and Pacific versions first among them.

• The International Telecommunications Union or ITU is a very old United Nations body that has 
survived into the Internet age. Some countries do not support the “multi-stakeholder” leadership of 
Internet policy represented by groups like ICANN and the Internet Governance Forum, and would like 
to control the Internet’s development through government-only institutions. We follow discussion at 
the ITU and argue that it should stick within its area of expertise, and not expand its scope.

• The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has an active Internet 
policy discussion through one of its committees. We try and keep across that work, though we do not 
participate very actively.

While our international commitment represents a small part of what we do, it is important. No country 
is on its own in the global Internet. We have a responsibility as a respected participant to help shape an 
Internet that can build the better world we stand for as an organisation.
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Our future
2017-18 is the final year of the InternetNZ organisational structure that was. As a result of the changes 
we have made through our organisational review process, we are looking forward with a new structure 
and way of working. Our immediate plans for the next year are summarised in our Plan for 2018-19, which 
is available on our website. In 2018-19 we will be reviewing our strategy and confirming our longer-term 
direction.

2018 is different
This is a big year for the organisation, being the first year where the old InternetNZ and NZRS are 
merging together. Drawing on the strengths of both NZRS and InternetNZ, we are working to build a 
new organisation that can serve the local Internet community reliably and effectively. In this year, we are 
managing competing demands that haven’t faced the group before: 

• maintenance of critical business-as-usual activity 

• completing the merger and developing our new operating model, our team and our culture 

• reassigning some functions from Domain Name Commission Ltd to InternetNZ 

• a review of the group’s strategy. 

We anticipate there will be adjustments to this plan in the course of the year, as the new insights and 
collaborations arising from the merger are applied to our work. We will be aiming to do a six-month 
review and adjustment leading up to 1 October to incorporate new insights and priorities. The year ahead 
will see ongoing change. We are excited to be working on this, and in working with our key stakeholders 
to build an organisation that can serve New Zealanders well. 

Here’s to a successful 2018! 

Jordan Carter  
Chief Executive

Building the capability of the new InternetNZ 
Realising the potential of our new structure
The Plan for 2018/19 includes a separate section, as a major component of our deliverables for this 
financial year, to continue to build the new InternetNZ following the organisational review process  
of 2017. 

We are guided in implementation by the following goals:

• At the end of phase 1 (April) - We have discussed and designed a large part of our new organisation  
 together; have a single shared identity and have laid the foundations for the rest of this process. 

• At the end of phase 2 (July) - We will have a fully functioning team capable of fully delivering to our  
 current strategy, with role clarity for everyone. We will have started defining what we could be in the  
 future.
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Following highlights of our plans for this year in each 
area of our work 
Technical research
Goals for 2018/19 

We aim to use innovative methods to collect and analyse data that can be of great value for our 
community, within New Zealand and across other ccTLDs as well. We plan to cover three main areas: 

• understanding the composition of the .nz register by implementing new insights 

• take a closer look at the New Zealand’s Internet inner structure with regular data collections 

• make the .nz namespace better by analysing the quality of domain names.

The technical research team is committed to make their knowledge, code and data openly available 
whenever it is possible. 

Key projects for 2018/19
• industry coding of domains 

• domain retention prediction 

• domain popularity algorithm

• Internet topology maps.

Outreach and Engagement 
Goals for 2018/19 

This year we will be working to build this new function at InternetNZ while also delivering events and 
engagement with our members, stakeholders and the wider public. We will be taking the NetHui Roadtrip 
back out around New Zealand and engaging new parts of the Internet community in discussions about 
what potential and projects they see for the Internet in New Zealand. 

We’ll provide $800,000 in funding via grants rounds and partnerships to help people deliver projects and 
research on what matters to them. 

We’ll review and revitalise the InternetNZ brand in line with our new strategy and complete the overhaul 
of the membership experience at InternetNZ. 

Key projects for 2018/19
• brand framework

• Nethui 2018

• community grants.

• At the end of phase 3 (December) - We will be clear about why we exist as an organisation, and   
 as well as our members, audiences and stakeholders we’ll have clarity about how all of our work is  
 connected with that purpose.

• At the end of phase 4 (2019) - We will have successfully built the new InternetNZ. We will be trying  
 new ideas and constantly refining and improving, armed by the clarity of our new strategy.
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Policy 
Goals for 2018/19

The policy team will be working to explore and address some of the big opportunities and challenges for 
the Internet in New Zealand. We will participate in the wide range of legislation and policy developments 
across the Internet and telecommunications space, domestic and international, which are anticipated 
in the coming year. We will continue to explore and communicate with New Zealanders about Internet 
issues with the discussion paper process and we will build engagement with members of Parliament 
through the Parliamentary Internet Forum. 

We will continue work on three focus areas – access, trust and creative potential – as project work, listed 
below. Delivery of a State of the Internet Report and the development of a new .nz Policy Framework are 
also planned. Finally, we will begin some initial investigation into how the Internet can help deal with the 
environmental challenges the country, and the world, are facing.

Key projects for 2018/19
• focus area work – access, trust and creative potential of the Internet 

• 2018 State of the Internet Report

• .nz policy framework development.

Commercial
Goals for 2018/19

This year will be the first year that InternetNZ has had a dedicated commercial function, incorporating 
this responsibility from NZRS as part of the merger. 

• review and plan our efforts

• make sure we are marketing and selling the range of solutions and products that we have already  
 developed

• review our commercial activities in line with the new strategy for the new InternetNZ. 

We will continue our approach of effective channel management and engagement of our customers, 
including through the annual Registrar Conference. By the end of this year, we will be able to confidently 
step forward in developing the commercial interests of InternetNZ, both in terms of core product 
development of domain names, and also into new products and services. 

Key projects for 2018/19
• market intelligence framework

• consolidate the .nz online presence

• marketing lesser known services.
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Organisational Services
Goals for 2018/19

Organisational services will be focused on building new processes, procedures and tools to support the 
new InternetNZ – while also providing all those services at the same time. This team will be responsible 
for supporting activities across the organisation, and for realising the potential, the opportunities and the 
savings from building the new InternetNZ. This will be done through careful financial management, and 
through proactively redesigning services as required to support the new functional teams of InternetNZ.

Key projects for 2018/19
• human resources function

• integrating business systems

• new planning and reporting.

Technology Services
Goals for 2018/19

One of our core functions is the operation of the Shared Registry System and the authoritative 
DNS infrastructure for .nz. This infrastructure is necessary to enable .nz domain names to work and 
consequently has to be available 100% of the time to ensure that there is never a time when .nz domain 
names cannot be used. 

Maintaining critical infrastructure 24 hours a day, 7 days a week is never easy and the technical services 
team will be focused on delivering and developing our world class registry system, maintaining other 
existing systems and delivering new products and services for InternetNZ. 

We will deliver this through sound project management, continuous improvement programmes, ongoing 
innovation and development, threat assessments, risk management, capacity planning, robust software 
delivery and quality assurance. 

Key projects for 2018/19
• .nz dashboard

• registrar portal new features

• additional .nz DNS anycast site

• Broadband Map.

2018/19 activity plan
You can read in more detail about our plan for the upcoming year here25 .

25. https://internetnz.nz/sites/default/files/INZ_Activity_Plan_2018-19.pdf
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Financial reports
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